Incognito

Furniture for the Curious

Incognito
Fixed Table.
INCOGNITO table
and desk bases
accommodate tops of
infinite length, and are
ideal for all work surface
requirements including
desks, meeting tables,
boardroom tables and
occasional tables.
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used with power and data
boxes. The Snap On units
are available in black or
polished to match the legs.

Custom fit

A “slingshot or cone”
can also be custom
manufactured to fit to a 4
star base to enable a power
and data box to be centrally
located.

Fuel Power and data boxes
are designed to work with
the I AM table range and
can be fitted to the folding
or fixed tables.

Special Features

“Snap On” cable
management units can be
fitted to the fixed or folding
I AM table bases. These
items come in two sizes to
suit the vertical height or
the horizontal length and
they assist to conceal and
protect cables that are
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Rail Connectors

The die cast Rail
Connectors feature a
patented design which
clamps the rails together
from the inside of the tube.
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Accessories

Linking devices can be
fitted to the folding tables
to enable configurations
to join the tables end to
end, or side to side. These
devices are easy for the
user to lock or release.
Mesh Modesty panels can
be supplied for the folding
tables which have Velcro
tabs that enable the panels
to fold out of the way when
the tables are stacked
preventing any damage or
dragging to the panels.
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Folding Table

Incognito
Fixed Table.
INCOGNITO table and desk bases
accommodate tops of infinite length, and
are ideal for all work surface requirements
including desks, meeting tables, boardroom
tables and occasional tables.
Sustainability Policy
We realise the importance of responsible
business practices and have in place
numerous product and company
sustainability certifications. We
would encourage you to download our
annual Sustainability Report from the
ThinkingWorks website to get a full overview
of our sustainability program.
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